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Newsletter designer 
Little Shiva (former  
Charlottean) thinks 
grassroots publishing 
is super fun. Yay team!

John McBride  
(East Eighth Street) is 
the newsletter editor.

ECA Officers
Sarah Crowder
President
704 502 7866
Greenway Avenue 
sarahcr@bellsouth.net

Evan Kettler
Vice President
704 577 4901
North Laurel Avenue
evan.kettler@gmail.com 
 
***POSITION VACANT***
Secretary

Danielle Kleinrichert
Treasurer
704 804 1509
Pecan Avenue 
danielle@neatbooks.co

Eric Davis
Past President 
Traffic Chair
704 776 3013
Greenway Avenue 
ericadavis0123@gmail.com

ECA Board Members
West Bryant
Communications Chair
704 898 5044
East Fifth Street
west.bryant@gmail.com

Taylor Robbins
Business Liaison
980 226 1380
Oakland Avenue
taylorwrobbins@gmail.com

Paul Freeman
Beautification & Trees
704 491 5656
East Fifth Street / paul@
freemanlandscapearchitecture.com

Anne Lambert
At-large
704 589 9146
Hawthorne Bridge Court 
chickspeare@hotmail.com

John F. McBride
Newsletter
980 254 7367
East Eighth Street
john.f.mcb@gmail.com

Regan Miller
At-large
704 333 1700
East 8th Street 
regan.miller12@gmail.com

Cherie Swarthout
At-Large
704 517 6582
Sunnyside Avenue
swarthoutc@queens.edu

Lisa Yagla
Social Chair
704 807 1862
Pecan Avenue
lyagla@gmail.com

Robert Zabel
Elizabeth 8K  
Road Race Chair
917 873 8028
Pecan Avenue
nycrcz@yahoo.com

Officer L. Beimel
CMPD neighborhood community 
coordinator
704 336 2878
lbeimel@cmpd.org

The ECA Newsletter
The ECA newsletter is published 
quarterly (March, June, September 
and December) and delivered 
to homes and businesses in 
the Elizabeth neighborhood of 
Charlotte. The production team: 

John McBride  
editor

Jeremy Deese  
circulation czar

Susan Green  
editorial assistant and proofreader

Little Shiva designer

Sir Speedy printer

Got a story or photo idea? Want  
to buy an ad? Email newsletter@ 
elizabethcommunity.com.

Anne McBride  
(East 8th Street) 
was born in Elizabeth 
and is currently home 
from college.

Yen Duong  
9th Street 
yenergy@gmail.com

Katie Granelli 
East 5th Street 
katie.granelli@ 
gmail.com

On the cover
After almost three and a half years 
of being closed, the Hawthorne Lane 
Bridge reopened for vehicular traffic on 
Dec. 21. Read more about continued 
construction of the CityLYNX Gold 
Line elsewhere in this issue. Another 
bird’s-eye view (above) of Hawthorne 
Lane, this one looking toward 7th 
Street from Bay Street. Photos courtesy 
City of Charlotte.

On the back cover
Singer Lauren Russell and pianist 
Rob Dicks perform holiday music on 
the front porch of 2050 Greenway 
Ave. during the first Elizabeth Merry 
Meander, a walking holiday festival. 
Russell is a member of Charlotte 
Master Chorale and is a soloist at 
Covenant Presbyterian Church. Dicks 
is the organist at Covenant. Read more 
about the Merry Meander elsewhere in 
this issue. Photo by John McBride.  

Sarah Crowder 
Greenway Avenue 
sarahcr@bellsouth.net

Kris Solow 
East Fifth Street 
kjsolow@gmail.com

Jim Dimitroff 
Pecan Avenue  
jimdimitroff@ 
gmail.com

Susan Green 
East 5th Street 
susangreen8@ 
gmail.com

Lolo Pendergrast  
East Eighth Street 
lolopendergrast@
gmail.com

contributors
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elizabethcommunityassociation 
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Paul Freeman 
East Fifth Street 
paul@freeman 
landscape 
architecture.com

Evan Kettler 
Laurel Avenue 
evan.kettler@ 
gmail.com

Taylor Robbins  
Oakland Avenue 
taylorwrobbins@
gmail.com

Doug Shoemaker 
East 8th Street 
douglas.shoemaker@
gmail.com

Tabitha Carnes 
Warren 
City of Charlotte 
tcwarren@ 
ci.charlotte.nc.us

Lisa Yagla 
Pecan Avenue 
lyagla@gmail.com

There will be no live, in-person Elizabeth 8K Road Race this year.  
However the 8K committee is considering a virtual event. Look for updates 
via Facebook, Instagram and the Elizabeth email groups. If a virtual event 

is held, a portion of the 
proceeds will go to the ECA’s 
Elizabeth Cares initiative. 
Read more about Elizabeth 
Cares elsewhere in this issue.  
2019 8K Road Race photo 
by Jim Dimitroff.
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From the president:  
Help the ECA by 
becoming a member
by Sarah Crowder

The challenge: How to get 
everyone reading this newsletter 
to join the ECA. That’s a big focus 
of the ECA Board in the next few 
months.

There are more than 900 
owner-occupied homes in 
Elizabeth. Add in all the folks who 
rent houses or apartments plus 
owners of condos and businesses 
– that’s a lot of people! Our 
membership this year is really 
lagging, though. We’ve obviously 
been affected by COVID and 
the lack of opportunities to be 
together.

The ECA was started in the 
1970s by an energetic group of 
mostly young residents – some 
of whom still live here today, 
perhaps a step slower and a little 
bit grayer. Don’t take offense: 
I’m part of this group! They 
were intent on making sure our 
neighborhood, described by 
one city government official 
as “making a comeback from 
blight,” had a voice in its future.

They organized, incorporated, 
handed out flyers, made phone 
calls and went door-to-door 
signing up members. Fired up 
and ready to go when Obama was 
in high school. During the 70s 
and 80s, the ECA had hundreds 
of members. They joined by 
filling out a paper form, writing a 
check and mailing or delivering 

it personally to the membership 
chair. Not particularly easy, but 
they did it.

So, here’s your 2021 
invitation: Join the ECA! It’s just 
$20 a household, with a price 
break if you’re Medicare-eligible.

I can hear you now: “Why? I 
have the Elizabeth Families email 
group. What else do I need?”

The ECA is successful as a 
neighborhood organization 
because of the thousands of 
volunteer hours expended by 
board members and so many 
of you who help out in other 
ways. When the ECA speaks to 
public officials, they know we 
are the voice of thousands of 
Elizabethans. This year we have 
represented your interests with 
the city council, the county 
commission, park and rec, 
numerous developers, businesses 
and Mercy Hospital/Atrium. 
We have sponsored community 
meetings with government 
agencies about the Gold Line/
Hawthorne Bridge project, 
Independence Park renovation 
and development projects. It 
gives the ECA credibility when 
you are behind us. They know we 
are the voice of Elizabeth. Your 
buy-in, as evidenced by your 
membership, is essential.

The ECA also makes things 
happen in the neighborhood. If 
you enjoyed the Merry Meander 
in December, that was the ECA at 
its best, bringing people together 
in a fun and innovative way. It 
was free to everyone, but not free 

a talented committee that works 
with developers and individuals 
who want to rezone property in 
the neighborhood. Even with our 
in-house talent, occasionally we 
need to bring in legal advice. We 
have a great relationship with 
our lawyer and he’s very fond of 
us. But he’s not free – nor would 
we want him to be!

Finally, our major revenue 
sources have taken a huge hit 
during COVID. The Elizabeth 
8K Road Race was canceled 
last year and will not be a live 
event this year. We weren’t able 
to have the home tour last year 
either, and are not planning one 
this year. This is usually a great 
money maker for the ECA, but 
it’s just not appropriate to invest 
the huge investment of energy 
this event requires given the 
uncertain times. 

As I wrote last year, the ECA 
board also decided to donate a 
large share of the 8K sponsor 
proceeds to organizations that 
help feed people who are food 
deprived instead of putting 
it into our coffers. That’s the 
Elizabeth Cares Initiative:  you 
can read more about it elsewhere 
in this issue. It was the right 
thing to do, although we knew  
it would be a hit to the budget. 

Are you REALLY convinced 
yet? We are working on ways to 
make it easier for you to join and 
to track your membership. But 
for now, you can join from the 
website, ElizabethCommunity.
com, or from the link in one 

of the Communications@
Elizabethcommunity.com emails, 
or heck, email me and I’ll pick up 
your check. Watch out! When 
you see me in the neighborhood, 
I’ll ask you to join! Preempt me: 
go ahead and just do it. 

Thanks, Elizabeth.

Total impact of ECA’s 
Elizabeth Cares program: 
More than $33,000 
by Evan Kettler

The ECA launched the 
Elizabeth Cares Initiative in 
March 2020, when COVID-19 
and the global pandemic forced 
the cancellation of the Elizabeth 
8K Road Race. This annual event, 
managed each year by ECA 
board member Rob Zabel and his 
dedicated and talented team of 
volunteers, has historically been 
the ECA’s major fundraiser.

Many sponsors had already 
made their contributions. 
Participants had already paid 
entry fees. Although there were 
some expenses incurred, the 
ECA had more than $15,000 
in contributions and no race 
could be held. At the same time, 
it had become apparent that 
the pandemic would take a 
significant toll on many. With 
the support of the Elizabeth 8K 
organizers, the ECA determined 
to give something back to the 
community at this time of need.

Our board tasked a committee 
composed of me, Sarah Crowder, 
Paul Freeman, Phil Grennan and 

Rob Zabel with making recom-
mendations. At our first meeting 
last April, we agreed on some 
operating guidelines designed 
to make our giving as effective, 
responsive and equitable as pos-
sible. We agreed that Elizabeth 
8K sponsors would be given the 
option to participate, as well as 
the option to recoup their funds 
– they were facing the unknowns 
of the pandemic as well. We also 
agreed that we would ask the 
ECA to match the first $10,000 
of sponsorship contributions 
with an ECA contribution, to 
kickstart Elizabeth Cares. We 
decided to use existing non-
profit entities to make the actual 
donations or deliveries,  
to leverage their expertise.

It all worked out. Sponsors 
and individual contributors 
provided more than $16,000, 
the ECA matched $10,000 and 
Elizabeth Cares was funded. 
In the first round, in April, we 
targeted hospital workers and 
first responders, using local 
businesses as much as possible 
to provide meals and moral 
support. We also wanted to 
help individuals in need. After 
approval by the ECA board, 

to produce. And how about the 
Pumpkin Wall, an amazing event 
that happened only because 
of Lisa Yagla, John Short and 
their troops of volunteers. But 
the free-to-you pumpkins were 
purchased by the ECA. Did you 
love the TOGETHER sign? The 
many linear feet of blue lights 
outlining the letters was fabulous, 
but Lowe’s didn’t give them to us!

Easter egg hunt? When we can 
pull this off again, we’ll need to 
buy candy. Same with support 
for the Progressive Dinner and 
Trunk or Treat.

There are also lots of other 
expenses that aren’t so evident. 
The ECA pays for the lights and 
maintenance on the Trolley 
Path and pays the electricity bill 
every month. We also pay for 
insurance covering the owners 
along the path. And how about 
this wonderful newsletter? John 
McBride produces the content 
with 100% volunteer help, and 
we love getting it for free, but 
the ECA pays for design and 
printing. Advertising offsets 
most of those costs. 

There are also built-in 
expenses for our online pres-
ence: website, social media, 
email and the accounting tools 
we use to keep track of your 
money. As an aside, please say 
thanks to Danielle Kleinrichert, 
our treasurer, who’s a Quick-
Books expert!

Have I convinced you yet? 
Let’s talk about how the ECA 
approaches rezonings. We have 
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$10,000 was donated to 
Frontline Foods, Feed the Front 
Line and Loaves and Fishes.

In the second round, our 
focus shifted more toward those 
in dire need. Another $10,000 
was approved and donated in 
May.  Beneficiaries were Feed 
the Front Line, Urban Ministry 
Center, the Learning Collabora-
tive, Friendship Trays and the St. 
John’s Baptist Church COVID 
relief fund.

Based on our belief that this 
might be an extended challenge, 
we held back our final contribu-
tion until December 2020. 
We learned that former Family 
Dollar CEO Howard Levine was 
100% matching funds donated 
to Second Harvest Food Bank, 
and we knew that hunger had 
become one of the greatest chal-
lenges of the pandemic. With 
the approval of the ECA board, 
we donated the final $6,590 to 
Second Harvest and qualified for 
a full match.

Net result: Total contributions 
in our Elizabeth Cares Initiative 
came to almost $27,000. Total 
impact: more than $33,000. 
Thanks to the ECA and the 
Elizabeth 8K Road Race sponsors 
and volunteers, we were able to 
support our local community and 
the greater community at a time 
of great need. It was a privilege to 
be a part of this effort.

ECA real estate 
committee rebranded as 
land use and development 
by Evan Kettler

What was formerly the ECA 
real estate committee is now 
known as the land use and 
development committee (LUD).

There are currently six mem-
bers – me, Sarah Crowder (ECA 
president), Beth Haenni (ECA 
past president), Lisa Yagla (ECA 
board member and architect), 
Chris Warren (local resident and 
founding principal of develop-
ment firm Beauxwright) and Phil 
Grennan (ECA secretary).

We work on the basis of con-
sensus rather than unanimity or 
top-down leadership – we find 
our way to a point of agreement. 
This is helpful in a role where 
the demands for timely decision-
making can be stressful and 
community members may have 
strong and divergent opinions. 
We also draw on a talented pool 
of advisors for help with archi-
tectural review, deed analysis 
and historical perspective.

As a committee, we are always 
managing conflict and balancing 
competing interests. Rezoning 
petitions demand our attention. 
Sometimes prospective 
purchasers of parcels reach out 
to “take our pulse” regarding a 
project they are considering that 
would potentially require ECA 
support. Sometimes an ongoing 
project is creating problems for 
nearby residents or businesses 

and they are looking for help or 
points of contact.

We use a variety of tools in 
our discussions and negotiations 
with developers. Preserving deed 
restrictions – especially those 
pertaining to residential use, 
setbacks and the subdividing 
of lots – is one area of focus. 
We also consult with experts, 
speak with relevant government 
staff and leadership and employ 
attorneys as required. We try to 
reserve oppositional behavior 
for situations that warrant it.

Two areas of current interest 
in the community are Elizabeth’s 
alleyways and the possibility of 
historic district designation.

Several knowledgeable and 
committed residents approached 
us regarding issues surrounding 
the alleyways – how to best 
preserve, protect and take 
advantage of them as community 
assets. We are coordinating with 
that group and will provide more 
information in a future article.

Regarding the prospect of 
historic designation for some 
portion of Elizabeth, a group of 
advocates has asked for us to 
meet with them to discuss the 
results of their neighborhood 
canvass; they would like our 
support. Our committee will 
meet with them and will likely 
seek additional input from the 
Elizabeth community. We will 
then make a recommendation 
to the ECA board. The ultimate 
decision will rest with the full 
board, not any one individual.

Finally, we have some 
significant development projects 
planned and in progress. For 
context, our committee is 
philosophically in favor of 
positive development projects, 
as am I. We live in a strategically 
located, near-urban community. 
That makes the dirt valuable. Our 
infrastructure – roads, sidewalks, 
bike paths, crosswalks, etc. – 
could benefit from significant 
investment that typically comes 
with development. Seventh 
Street has the potential to be a 
vibrant town center, a speedway 
or a bland canyon. We want to 
raise the bar for developers in 
Elizabeth, including but not 
limited to:

• Maximized community benefit 
and minimized negative impact.

• Sensitivity to the concerns of 
nearby residents and the uses of 
nearby properties.

• Careful consideration of traffic 
and parking issues.

• Designs and materials that will 
be as attractive as the use permits 
and will age gracefully.

• Encouraging and supporting 
land uses that are suitable for the 
location and add to the fabric of 
the community.

• Maintaining the residential 
nature of residential 
neighborhoods.

Major developments are 
underway at 7th & Caswell, 
between 5th and Park Drive 
and between Randolph and 
Vail, at Colonial. You have all 
seen the progress being made at 
Elizabeth on 7th – look forward 
to seeing tenant announce-
ments and major progress in the 
coming months.

Adjacent to upper Indepen-
dence Park, at the old Kings 
College site, Keith Corpora-

tion has petitioned to develop 
120,000 square feet of medical 
office space in what they view 
as their showcase project. We 
are working with them to plan a 
residential component that will 
front the park and should have 
more news in the next issue. 

And between Randolph and 
Vail, Flagship Healthcare and 
OrthoCarolina are proposing 
to build a much larger structure 
fronting Randolph Road. We 
have been working with them 
on everything from design to 
setbacks to traffic flow, in an 
effort to mitigate the effects of 
this project on nearby residents.

I could go on forever. Next 
issue, we promise to provide 
more project detail. Thank you 
for your ongoing support – we 
are working hard to make this a 
better community as we move 
into the future.

A house on the railroad 
track side of Bay Street 
between Clement and Pecan 
was recently torn down.  
Photo by John McBride
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Neighborhood shines  
in first-ever Elizabeth 
Merry Meander
by Lisa Yagla

Last year proved to be a 
year of creative reinventions of 
traditional social events. It may 
also prove to have created new 
and festive traditions, like the 
graduate car parade or the new 
home for the pumpkin wall or 
the first ever Elizabeth Merry 
Meander! 

COVID cases, local restrictions 
and Centers for Disease Control 
recommendations. We were 
confident we could structure the 
event to keep socially distanced. 
The key was to create a walking 
map that was non-directional: 
Join at any point and stay as 
long as you feel comfortable. 
We slowly built the bones of 
the route and then filled it with 
destinations, food and treats, 
kids stations and musicians as 
they volunteered.

This new, inclusive and 
festive event showcased our 
neighborhood in all the best 
ways on Dec. 20, providing a 
pandemic-friendly method of 
sharing the warmth of the season 
with our fellow Elizabethans.

The genesis of the Merry 
Meander came from nearby 
McAdenville, but closer and 
with hot chocolate. We formed 
a committee and met weekly 
via Zoom. We kept an eye on 

The day of the Merry Meander 
started with rain. As the commit-
tee and volunteers finished their 
work the rain went away. As dusk 
came I completed a quick lap 
to check on signs, lights and to 
confirm that Drip Joint Espresso 
Bar on Clement was ready. When 
I got home, Hawthorne‘s New 
York Pizza and Heroes Aren’t 
Hard to Find were in place on 
Pecan. Then right at five, the 
bagpiper started and people 
arrived. We set up our solo 

stove and talked with neighbors 
in front of the pumpkin wall 
“TOGETHER” sign. The event 
was off to an amazing start!

After dark my two boys and 
I decided to meander for a 
bit. It proved to be quite an 
experience, seeing everyone 
out and happy, singing along, 
drinking hot cocoa and 
meandering through the twinkly 
lights. Our last destination was 
Rosemont Manor on 5th and my 

boys fell in love with the snow 
blowing with lights timed to 
music. It was fantastic.

On our way home we walked 
along the trolley path and made 
note of the chalk drawings, so 
lovely and for a fantastic cause. 
The drawings were created 
by artist Meredith VanVelsor 
to raise money for the North 
Carolina chapter of the ALS 
Association. Donations are still 
appreciated.

Overall, the Merry Meander was 
a special and wonderful event for 
our family and, I hope, yours. 

The year definitely saw some sad 
moments and the loss of some 
key neighborhood events, but 
hopefully we ended on a positive 
note and also a reflective one for 
all we are lucky to have in this 
amazing neighborhood.

A Meander thank you

The ECA would like to thank 
everyone who helped make 
the first Merry Meander a 
huge success:

Committee members
• Lisa Yagla
• Sarah Crowder
• Chris Mullis
• Marie McDaniel
• Lauren Gomez

Decorations
• Danielle Kleinrichert
• Chris Mullis
• Melissa Hungerford
• JoAnne Pabst

Destinations
• The families  
along the trolley path
• The families  
along McAlleyville
• Rosemont Manor 
 
 

Musicians
• Liam Broughton,  
bagpipe player
• Rob Hall (Smashing 
Briefcases) on Greenway
• Guillermo Villar on Pecan

Donations
• Second Harvest Food Bank, 
courtesy of Ken and  
June Lambla
• Chalk art by Meredith 
VanVelsor. (ALS donations 
can be made at web.alsa.org/
goto/heartandcole.)

Special HUGE thanks 
• Hawthornes New York 
Pizza and Bar for free pizza 
and hot chocolate!
• Drip Joint Espresso Bar for 
free gourmet hot chocolates 
and cookies!
• Heroes Aren’t Hard to Find 
for use of their parking lot 
and for providing free comics 
for the kids!

Drip Joint Espresso Bar provided free gourmet 
hot chocolate and cookies on Clement Avenue 
during the Elizabeth Merry Meander. Photo 
by Lisa Yagla. Photos of Snoopy and Claire 
Herrmann by Kris Solow, photos of tree and 
McAlleyway lights by John McBride
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East 5th Street. Thanks to the 
City of Charlotte for the site 
and species selection and to 
Nate Negrin with SouthernEez 
Landscaping for making this 
happen. Negrin donated all the 
labor costs! Our family couldn’t 
resist a bargain, so we paid for 
another on Laurel (with city 
permission) bringing the total to 
five for this season. Thanks to all 
of you that have donated to the 
tree fund so far!

Finally, a plan is being worked 
on for the parts of 5th recently 
damaged by storms, so stay 
tuned. With many of our street 
trees being of the same age and 
species, they are at risk. The goal 
is to have a varied urban forest 
of different ages and species to 
increase diversity and decrease 
risk of mass failure like we 
experienced on 5th. 

delayed the cutting down of 
the trees to shorten the time 
between removals and replant-
ing. They also put their plans 
online for anyone to review. You 
can see the plans by going to 
www.mecknc.gov/ParkandRec 
and searching for “Indepen-
dence Park Site Drawings.”

While it’s true that many trees 
will be taken down, many more 
will be planted. The new trees will 
include a large number of large 
shade trees, which was in keeping 
with the original Nolan Plan for 
the park. Many crepe myrtles 
that have been put in over the 
years will be removed.The ECA 
committee is currently reviewing 
the plans and will continue to 
fight for trees with the parks 
commission whenever possible.

In other tree news, the ECA 
has planted four new trees along 

ECA, county work 
together to lessen 
impact of tree removal in 
Independence Park 
by Paul Freeman

Many of you noticed the many 
trees painted with large red 
and green Xes in Independence 
Park. What’s going on? While 
the ongoing park renovation 
includes removing many old 
trees and adding new ones, the 
ECA reached out to the county 
for more detail. 

President Sarah Crowder 
created a group to meet with 
park officials. At the first meet-
ing, park officials agreed to a 
number of changes to lessen the 
impact. They agreed to move the 
proposed parking area, which 
will save a large magnolia. They 
also reoriented some paths to 
save existing cedar trees, and 

Many Independence Park trees have been marked for removal by the 
county. Right: one of five trees recently planed along East 5th Street 
between Hawthorne and Osborne. Photos by John McBride

This deer was spotted early one recent 
morning on the path that connects 
Ranier Avenue to the 8th Street-
Bascom path.  Photo by John McBride
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In-street vehicle testing 
began in February and will occur 
throughout the spring. During 
this time, residents can expect 
to see streetcars on the road 
without passengers and may 
encounter some re-routing of 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

During testing, CATS will 
conduct safety “blitzes” at key 
corridors along the alignment. 
For the east side, parking 
and safety information will 
be placed on windshields of 
vehicles parked along Elizabeth 
Avenue between Travis Street 
and Hawthorne Lane. This will 
accompany a robust rail safety 
outreach campaign, so please 
keep an eye out for more infor-
mation as testing progresses.

Safety is the city’s top priority. 
Please obey all traffic signs and 
signals and follow these rules:

• Streetcars run in the same 
travel lanes as other vehicles. 

Duke Energy to remove the 
older wooden poles, install the 
fixtures and energize the poles, 
signals and stop platforms. 
Duke Energy is expected to 
complete this work in the next 
few months. 

Platform shelters are almost 
complete and art glass will be 
installed in the coming weeks. 
The contractor is currently 
working through some punch 
list items such as roadway work, 
sidewalks and fencing. This 
work will continue through the 
testing phase. 

Preliminary seeding and 
strawing in planting strips will 
occur over the next few months. 
Final landscaping will take place 
in the next planting season, 
which begins in fall 2021. It will 
mostly involve planting grass 
and re-seeding on planting 
strips and medians, along with 
tree planting in select locations.

With bridge reopened, 
Gold Line moves to 
testing phase 
by Tabitha Carnes Warren

Construction on Phase 2 
of the CityLYNX Gold Line 
continues. As of late January, 
pedestrian-scale lighting has 
been installed and energized 
on both sides of the Hawthorne 
Lane Bridge, which reopened to 
vehicular traffic Dec. 21. In the 
coming weeks, the silver handrail 
on the bridge will be replaced 
with a black one, and permanent 
pavement markings will be 
installed. This work will require 
intermittent lane closures.

Black metal light poles and 
brackets holding the light 
fixtures have been installed 
along both sides of Hawthorne 
Lane, along with traffic and 
pedestrian signals. The 
contractor is working with 

Listen for bells or horns.

• Streetcars need at least 100 
feet to stop. Avoid abrupt stops 
along the corridor.

• Streetcars cannot swerve out 
of the way of pedestrians, cyclists 
or other vehicles.

• Cross only at designated 
crosswalks.

• Watch your heels! Step over 
tracks to avoid catching shoe 
heels in the track gaps.

• Park your entire vehicle, 
including side mirrors, 
completely within the clearly 
delineated parking spaces. 
Improperly parked vehicles can 
disrupt service and could be 
ticketed or towed.

• For the safety of the bicycling 
public, please do not park in the 
bike lanes.

• Check for approaching 
streetcars before opening your 
vehicle doors.

• Streetcar passenger service 
will run seven days a week from 
5 a.m. to 2 a.m. Because of 
COVID-19, CATS is currently 
operating all services on a 
modified schedule. When it 
opens, the CityLYNX Gold Line 
will operate similar hours to the 
LYNX Blue Line. 

For more information about 
the Gold Line Phase 2 project, 
visit charlottefuture.com/
goldline. From there, you can 
subscribe for construction and 
testing updates, or simply text 
“goldline” to 732-24.  

Streetcar testing 
in Elizabeth began 
in February. Photo 
courtesy City of 
Charlotte
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Big Ben Pub moving into 
former Carpe Diem space 
by Taylor Robbins

This past year has brought 
many challenges for everyone, 
and has also left a lasting impact 
on the food and beverage 
industry. Look no further than 
Elizabeth Avenue, where for 
15-plus years Carpe Diem 
found a home. Although many 
of us had come to adore Bonnie 
Warford and Tricia Maddrey’s 
restaurant, the pandemic forced 
it to close and the space has sat 
nearly empty for months. Soon, 
however, it will be the new home 
to Big Ben Pub, a British-themed 
restaurant expected to open in 
the nearly 5,000-square-foot 
space in the next few months. 
The lease at Big Ben’s Atherton 
Mill location in SouthEnd was 
not renewed.

Big Ben is known as a soccer 
hangout and welcomes Premier 
League fans to watch matches. 
The new location is near the 
headquarters of the Charlotte 
Independence soccer club.

This has been a hard year.   
As we all find new ways of being 
and navigating life in a global 
pandemic, don’t forget to visit 
your favorite restaurants, coffee 
shops or bars. And welcome Big 
Ben Pub to the neighborhood!

I know we are looking forward 
to gathering together soon. If 
you get a hankering for Carpe’s 
fried chicken entree, you can 
always visit Earl’s Grocery.

The day was cold, wet and dreary, but that didn’t stop an intrepid 
group of about a dozen folks from spreading wildflower seeds in 

the Chantilly Ecological Sanctuary, next door to Elizabeth in 
Chantilly Park on Feb. 13. Led by Tim Gestwicki of the N.C. Wildlife 

Federation and Caroline Burgettt from Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Storm Water Services, the group seeding about an acre of prepared 

ground. Gestwicki said that it should take about three seasons to 
establish a meadow of wildflowers. The meadow is part of an attempt 

to re-establish native pollinator habitats. The Chantilly Ecological 
Sanctuary was added to the Butterfly Highway Network last year. 

Photo by Doug Shoemaker 

A stately old tree at East 
5th Street and Osborne 
Avenue was taken down in 
mid-January by Schneider 
Tree Care. Wes Foster, 
the sales arborist for 
Schneider, said the tree 
was taken down because it 
was considered hazardous. 
Photo by Lolo Pendergrast
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Doors of Elizabeth 
Photos by Kris Solow
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       Y O U  K N O W  Y O U  W A N T  T O
       Y O U  K N O W  Y O U  W A N T  T O

B E C O M E  A  M E M B E R

G I V E  B A C K  –  S U P P O R T  Y O U R  C O M M U N I T Y

The ECA needs you! 
Join or renew your 
membership today

Go to elizabethcommunity.
com and click on membership, 
or email communications@
elizabethcommunity.com

Membership fees help fund the 
work the ECA does including: 

• Trolley path lighting and care

• Social events (remember 
those?) like the recent Elizabeth 
Merry Meander

• Various committee activities

• The ECA website and social 
media presence

STILL ONLY $20

Next ad deadline:  

5 May
Quarter page: 641 x 743 pixels 
$80 per issue or 4 for $280 

Half horizontal: 1306 x 743 
pixels 
 $160 per issue or 4 for $560

Half vertical: 641 x 1506 pixels 
$160 per issue or 4 for $560

Full page: 1306 x 1506 pixels 
$320 per issue or 4 for $1120 

Prepare ad as a b&w jpg or pdf at 200 dpi. 
Our standard 4 point inner border  
will be applied to the  
inside of your ad.
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